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Background: With the fall of deaths of children from diarrhoea, respiratory tract
infections and malnutrition due to availability of improved health services and
diet, more children are now surviving and visiting hospital with genetic disorders.
Lysosomal storage disorders represent a group of genetically distinct, biochemically
related, inherited diseases. Individually, these disorders are considered rare, but
collectively prevalence is 1 per 5,000-10,000. These disorders are devastating for
individuals and their families and result in difficulties in diagnosis; however, the
magnitude of the problem is not well defined.
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Objective: To determine the current status and challenges regarding lysosomal storage
disorders in Bangladesh.
Methodology: It was a retrospective study conducted in Dhaka Shishu (Children)
Hospital from 2007 to 2016. Data of suspected neurometabolic disorders form hospital
records and from child development and pediatric neuroscience department were
included in the study. Patients profile and neurometabolic screening reports were
collected. Challenges in diagnosis and managementwere noted. Data were analyzed
by using SPSS.
Results: Total 181 neurometabolic diseases were analyzed and different lysosomal
storage disorders were found in 79(43.65%) individualswith male predominance
(64%). Majority were presented between 1 year to 5 years of age. H/O Consanguinity
in 31%, sibling death in 17%, affected sib in family in 5%, perinatal insult in 51%,
developmental regression in 41%, early developmental delay in 51% and seizure
in 75% cases were the common presenting feature. Most of them were diagnosed
on the basis of clinical findings, X-ray findings, bone marrow study, liver biopsy,
echocardiography and MRI findings. Lack of suspicion, lack of facility of specific
enzyme assay and unavailability of treatment are the major challenges.
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Conclusions: There have been significant advances in the field of LSDs but proper
diagnosis and effective therapies are still not available to the patients suffering from
these diseasesin Bangladesh.
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Introduction
Inborn errors of metabolism are a common cause of inherited
disease1 of which lysosomal storage diseases (LSDs) are a significant
subgroup.2,3 Although the first clinical descriptions of patients with
lysosomal storage disorders (LSDs) were reported at the end of the
nineteenth century by Warren Tay,4 Bernard Sachs (1887; Tay-Sachs
disease)5, and by PhillipeGaucher (1882; Gaucher disease)6,the
biochemical nature of the accumulated products was only elucidated
some 50 years later7. Considerably more time was then required for
the demonstration by Hers that there was a link between an enzyme
deficiency and a storage disorder (Pompe disease).8
At present, more than 50 LSDs are known. The majority of these
result from a deficiency of specific lysosomal enzymes. In a few
cases, non-enzymatic lysosomal proteins or non-lysosomal proteins
involved in lysosomal biogenesis are deficient. Most LSDs are
autosomal recessive conditions, with the exception of X-linked Fabry,
Hunter (mucopolysaccharidosis type II, MPS-II) and Danon disease.9
The combined incidence of LSDs is estimated to be approximately
1:5,000 live births2, but the true figure is likely greater when
undiagnosed or misdiagnosed cases are accounted for. Common
to all LSDs is the initial accumulation of specific macromolecules
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or monomeric compounds inside organelles of the endosomalautophagic-lysosomal system. Initial biochemical characterization
of stored macromolecules in these disorders led to the implication of
defective lysosomal enzymes as a common cause of pathogenesis.10
The common biochemical hallmark of these diseases is the
accumulation of undigested metabolites in the lysosome. Lysosomal
accumulation activates a variety of pathogenetic cascades that
result in complex clinical pictures characterised by multi-systemic
involvement.3,11 Phenotypic expression is extremely variable, as
it depends on the specific macromolecule accumulated, the site
of production and degradation of the specific metabolites, the
residual enzymatic expression and the general genetic background
of the patient. In LSDs, buildup of material begins in infancy and
progressively worsens, often affecting several organs including
internal organs and the central nervous system. Usually, tissue damage
is progressive, creating a window of opportunity for future therapies.
Technological developments in newborn and population
screening, biomarker discovery for monitoring treatment and rapid
high throughput DNA sequencing are having a great impact on
the diagnostic procedure for symptomatic patients with lysosomal
storage diseases. The use of dried blood spots, initially for newborn
screening, has stimulated the introduction of automated, rapid
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and more sensitive methods for the assay of lysosomal enzymes,
including the synthesis of novel substrates.12
The prospects for treatment of LSDs fall into a number of
categories: Enzyme Replacement Therapy (ERT) or gene therapies,
to restore the function of the missing protein: substrate reduction
therapies, aimed at reducing the amount of storage material produced;
small molecules, to rescuemis-folded or unstable enzymes; cellular
therapies to restore the injured cell; stimulating survival pathways or;
inhibiting pathways that cause cell death.13-18
With the fall of deaths of children from diarrhoea, respiratory
tract infections and malnutrition due to availability of improved
health services and diet, more children are now surviving and visiting
hospital with genetic disorders. It has been observed that the need for
genetic services arises in a country when the rate of infant mortality
falls below 46/1000 births.19 In Bangladesh infant mortality is now
31/1000 births.20 With the improvement of overall health services now
the burden of genetic disorders are emerging.
The important role of genetics in pediatric illness has been
increasingly recognized, but the true impact has not been well
delineated. The intuitive solution to such a problem is early
identification and genetic counseling. For this, a correct diagnosis is
necessary for treatment, nature and prognosis, genetic risk for family
and prenatal diagnosis.
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Materials and methods
A retrospective analysis was done in the Pediatric Neuroscience
Department of Dhaka Shishu (Children) Hospital, Bangladesh.
Suspected neurometabolic disorders were selected from July 2007 to
July 2016.The diagnosis of most neurometabolic disorderswere done
after accurate clinical evaluation and findings of some laboratory
tests including the analysis of some urinary metabolites, TMS (done
from India), bone marrow study and liver biopsy.Total 181 suspected
cases of neurometabolic disorders were identified. From these
neurometabolic disorders LSDs were selected. Data were alalyzed by
using SPSS version 21.

Results
During the study period total 181 neurometabolic diseases were
identified among them LSDs were 79(43.64%), biotinase deficiency
23(12.0%), Wilson disease 21(11.60%), urea cycle disorder in
12(6.63%), mitochondrial disorder 7(3.87%) and fatty acid oxidation
9(4.97%) (Figure 1).
Among LSDs leukodystrophy was 24(30.38%), GM-1 7(8.86%),
TaySaches disease 10(12.67%), Gaucher disease 15(18.99%),
Niemann pick disease 6(7.59%), Sandhoff’s disease 2(2.53%),
Neuronal ceroidlipofuscinoses 4(5.06%), Mucopolysaccharidosis
7(8.86%) and Glycogen storage disease 4(5.06%) (Figure 2).

Figure 1 Distribution of neurometabolic diseases during study period (n=181).

Figure 2 Distribution of Lysosomal Storage Disorders (n=79).
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Male were predominant (64%) and male female ratio was 1.77:1
(Figure 3).
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Consanguinity was present in 31% cases, perinatal insult in
51%, sibling death in 17%, affected sibling in 5%, regression of
development in 41%, early developmental delay in 51% and seizure
was present in 75% cases (Table 1).
Table 1 Background history of study cases (multiple response)

Figure 3 Sex distribution of study population (n=79).

Among the cases 31% were 1month to 1 year of age, 53% 1 year
to 5 year and 16% were >5 years of age (Figure 4).

Figure 4 Age distribution of study population (n=79).

H/O Consanguinity
H/O Perinatal insult
H/O Sibling death
Affected sibling
Regression of development
Early developmental delay
Seizure

Present

Absent

Not known

31%
51%
17%
5%
41%
51%
75%

68%
47%
65%
76%
57%
49%
24%

1%
2%
18%
19%
2%
2%
1%

Diagnosis of Leukodystrophy was supported by demeylating
changes in periventricular white matter with predominance over
the frontal area in MRI, in 2 cases of GM1 foamy cells was found
in bone marrow, in Tay Saches disease hyperintensethalamai in T2
image of MRI, in Mucopolysaccharidosis urine for MPS was positive
in one case done from India, Gaucher disease was diagnosed with
Gaucher cell-lacy striated cytoplasm in bone marrow. Glycogen
storage disease - GSD II was diagnosed with the help of liver biopsy,
Neuronal ceroidlipofuscinoses was diagnosed with EEG findings of
epiloeptiform discharges with each photic stimulus at low threshold
and decreased T2 signal in thalamai in MRI, Niemannpcik Disease
with vacuolated/foamy cells in bone marrow and Sandhoff’s disease
by cherry red spot (Table 2).

Table 2 Diagnostic approach and limitations (n=79)
Storage disease

Total

Diagnostic approach

Diagnostic limitations

Leukodystrophy

24

Clinical features and MRI findings (Demeylating changes
in periventricular white matter with predominance over the
frontal area)

Lack of facilities for specific enzyme assay
(Aryl sulfatase A)

Gangliosidosis - (GM1)

7

Clinical features and X-ray findings and in 2 cases foamy
cells in bone marrow

Lack of facilities for specific enzyme assay
(acid beta Galactosidase)

Tay Saches disease

10

Clinical features and MRI(hyperintensethalamai in T2 image)
and opthalmological (cherry red spot)findings

Lack of facilities for specific enzyme
assay(Hexose aminidase A)

Mucopolysaccharidosis

7

Clinical features and X-ray findings for dystosis multiplex
and Urine for MPS Positive (1 case, done in India)

Lack of facilities for specific enzyme
assay (L-iduronidase, Iduronatesulfatase,
N-acetylglucosaminidase, β-galactosidase)

Gaucher disease

15

Clinical features, in 1case BM findings (Gaucher cell-lacy
striated cytoplasm)

Lack of facilities for specific enzyme assay
(beta glucocerebrosidase)

Glycogen storage disease
- GSD II

4

Clinical features andliver biopsy findings

Lack of facilities for specific enzyme assay
(acid glucosidase)

Neuronal
ceroidlipofuscinoses

4

Clinical features and specific EEG findings (epiloeptiform
discharges with each photic stimulus at low threshold)and
MRI findings(decreased T2 signal in thalamai)

Lack of facilities for specific enzyme assay
(palmitoyl-protein thioesterase in CLN1 type
and tripeptyl-peptidase 1 activity in CLN2
type)

Niemannpcik Disease

6

Clinical features and vaculated/foamy cells in bone marrow

Lack of facilities for specific enzyme assay
(acid sphingomyelinase)

Sandhoff’s disease

2

Clinical features and opthalmological (cherry red spot)
findings

Lack of facilities for specific enzyme assay
(Hexose aminidase A)

Discussion
Individual genetic disorders are rare, but, in the aggregate, genetic
disorders are common. A review of pediatric mortality data shows that
23% of infant deaths are due to genetically determined disorders.21 For
this early identification is must. Prenatal diagnosis is very important

for early diagnosis of LSDs. None of our cases were diagnosed
prenatally as prenatal diagnosis is not available in Bangladesh. In
cases where treatment is not feasible, early diagnosis of LSDs remains
important for providing parents with realistic information about their
child’s prognosis.
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The age of clinical onset and spectrum of symptoms exhibited
amongst different LSDs vary, depending on the degree of protein
function affected by specific mutations, the biochemistry of the stored
material, and the cell types where storage occurs. The classical clinical
presentation of an LSD is a neurodegenerative disease of infancy/
childhood but adult-onset variants also occur.22 In this study only 31%
cases were diagnosed within 1 year of age and 53% were diagnosed
within 5 years of age.
In the majority of LSDs, CNS involvement is common and
neurodegeneration can occur in multiple brain regions (e.g., thalamus,
cortex, hippocampus, and cerebellum). Neuropathology in LSDs
involves unique temporal and spatial changes, which often entails early
region-specific neurodegeneration and inflammation, before global
brain regions are affected.23 In this study features of CNS involvement
were common and 51% presented with early developmental delay,
41% with regression of development and 75% with seizure.
Pediatricians play a central role in the diagnosis of LSDs.
Unfortunately, due to the rarity of the disorder, it is often
misdiagnosed. To properly diagnose LSDs, clues about the anatomic
level of the underlying abnormality and the likely pathology should
be obtained from a medical history and physical examination.
Majority of the cases in this study were diagnosed clinically with few
supportive investigations. In this study diagnosis of Leukodystrophy
was supported by demeylating changes in periventricular white
matter with predominance over the frontal area in MRI, in 2 cases of
GM1 foamy cells was found in bone marrow, in Tay Saches disease
hyperintensethalamai in T2 image of MRI, in Mucopolysaccharidosis
urine for MPS was positive in one case (done from India), Gaucher
disease was diagnosed with Gaucher cell-lacy striated cytoplasm in
bone marrow. Glycogen storage disease - GSD II was diagnosed with
the help of liver biopsy, Neuronal ceroidlipofuscinoses was diagnosed
with EEG findings of epiloeptiform discharges with each photic
stimulus at low threshold and decreased T2 signal in thalamai in MRI,
Niemannpcik disease with vaculated/foamy cells in bone marrowand
Sandhoff’s disease by cherry red spot.
The diagnosis of most LSDs after accurate clinical/paraclinical
evaluation, including the analysis of some urinary metabolites is
based mainly on the detection of a specific enzymatic deficiency. In
these cases, molecular genetic testing (MGT) can refine the enzymatic
diagnosis.24 Laboratories used for enzymology and molecular
diagnostics should be experienced and of high quality as evidenced
by participation in quality assurance and proficiency testing programs.
Unfortunately enzymatic detection of LSDs are yet not possible in
Bangladesh.
While the ability to diagnose genetic conditions continues to grow
almost exponentially, there remains a profound time gap between the
capacity to diagnose and the capacity to treat. Sadly, to date there
are very few effective therapies for LSDs. It is likely that for some
time there will be many more genetic diseases diagnosed than can be
treated.25 This phenomenon has resulted in the emergence of a new
class of patient: the presymptomatic ill. These are persons who have
been diagnosed with LSD for which there is no treatment. In many
cases they may not show symptoms of the disease for a number of
years. No one knows what the psychological and social implications
of the diagnostic/therapy gap will be. What might it be like for a
young girl to know at eight years of age that she has the gene for
LSD a disease whose debilitating symptoms soon? How will that
knowledge affect her life’s choices? More importantly, how will that
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knowledge affect the choices of her parents as they nurture her? Will
they discourage long-term life planning?25 We are facing this kind of
question every day.
The majority of patients receive some benefit from ERT in
LSDs, however the drug response is somewhat dependent on disease
burden, previous damage that occurred prior to the start of ERT, and
the patient’s individual disease complications. On average the drug
cost per year for ERT is $200,000-$300,000 in the United States,
depending on the individual’s weight, prescribed dose, and the average
wholesale price of the drug.26For many countries, expense is a large
consideration in the treatment of LSDs. Insurance plans may have a
lifetime cap for drug expenses that can be rapidly exhausted with most
of the available therapies. Some health systems demand that each new
therapy be demonstrated to be cost-effective, a difficult challenge for
these rare disorders. Some have designed special funding programs
for rare disease treatments. Less affluent countries are unable to afford
the drugs or routinely use a low dose. Some help is provided to many
patients without resources by assistance programs from the drug
companies; however, most individuals worldwide receive supportive
and palliative care, at best.27As Bangladesh is a low income country
this huge cost is difficult to bear for any patients suffering from LSDs.
So insurance policy and health system should be modified for this
kind of illness.
Patients with LSD often need multidisciplinary care that should
ideally be provided through a team approach including medical
genetics, hematology, cardiology, neurology, ophthalmology,
anesthesiology, etc. As LSDs becomes more widespread, there will be
an increasing need for physicians trained in the care of these patients,
particularly biochemical geneticists.

Conclusions
There have been significant advances in the field of LSDs but
proper diagnosis and effective therapies are still not available to the
patients suffering from these diseases in Bangladesh.
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